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Optimal body fat percentages are a rarity in today’s world. Due to our western diet (high

sugar, high fat and an inability to moderate) the people of our country are the fattest in the

world. Desirable body fat percentages for men are between 12 – 18% and for women it is

between 18 – 25% according to the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM). These are

more attainable when people are knowledgeable about what types and how much of each

macronutrient (carbs, fat, protein) they should be eating.

One thing misunderstood is the need for protein in our diets and its role in maintaining

proper body weight. A few years ago during the Atkins craze, protein was the hero that was

going to make everybody’s fat loss dreams come true. Unfortunately, our over-the top, more-

must-be-better culture, started eating heavily marbled red meats, fried chicken and breaded fish

thinking they were getting a high quality protein, non-carbohydrate meal. Animal proteins are

good, but not when covered with flour and deep-fried.

First let’s clarify a few things about proteins. There are two types of proteins, complete

and incomplete. Complete proteins come already loaded with all essential amino-acids (EAA’s).

In other words, it’s an “all-in-one” package. These are found in meat, poultry, fish, dairy and a

few vegetable products. Incomplete proteins do not contain all 3 EAA’s in one food. As a result,

incomplete proteins must be paired with other foods that provide other EAA’s to complete the

protein. Examples of these are rice and beans, pasta and lentil soup and bean chili and corn

products. Again, remember to eat in moderation.

Proteins are the key building blocks for your body. When you put your body through

intense exercise your muscles break down. Proteins are there to repair the muscle that has

been damaged. As more muscle is built, your metabolism increases to maintain the muscle.

Women who exercise need 80-100g of protein per day. Men need 120-150g per day. By

knowing how much is needed, it is easy to see the necessity to include proteins in every meal

you eat, even incomplete proteins.

Good sources of protein are lean (<5% fat). These include red meat, broiled fish, and

roasted chicken or turkey and have 21 – 25g of protein per 3 oz serving. Cottage cheese, yogurt

and milk have 16, 13, and 12g of protein per serving, respectively. Peanut butter has 8g,

sunflower seeds have 6g and black beans have 8g. Keep in mind that the foods in the last list

(non-meat sources) are all incomplete. But when paired can create complete proteins. A good



example of mixing incomplete proteins would be a burrito bowl at Chipotle composed of steak

(complete protein), black beans (incomplete protein), brown rice (incomplete protein) and

guacamole.

So what does protein do? Well it makes up muscle. But it also maintains blood cell

integrity and function, maintains and strengthens our bodily organs and is responsible for

making hormones. In addition it can also be used for energy through a process called the Kori

Cycle. What basically happens is protein goes through the liver and is converted into glucose (a

sugar) and can then be used for energy.

The digestion and absorption of protein also increases our metabolism. 24% of calories

from a protein source go towards digestion of that food. In contrast, only 8% and 3% go towards

metabolism of carbohydrates and fat, respectively. It also keeps you feeling full longer as

digestion of protein can take 3-4 hours compared to carbohydrate digestion which can occur in

less than 30-minutes. When people eat a high grain diet, they are often hungry again within an

hour or two. Having protein with a meal will help prolong this period to upwards of 4-hours.

What would a solid protein enriched breakfast look like? A bowl of ¼-cup oatmeal with

chopped fruit, a small palm full of crushed nuts, and a serving of protein powder (total of 350-

calories) (see Gourmet Nutrition). A quality protein before workout would be 1 slice of whole,

sprouted-grain bread and small amount of honey (175 kcal). After workout have a small bowl of

cottage cheese and an apple (175). For lunch have a deli sized turkey sandwich (bread on

bottom only) and a pear (310). An afternoon snack of almonds, raisins, sunflower seeds (200)

and dinner could consist of salmon, wild rice with barley and roasted asparagus (473). Give this

a try and see how it goes for you (Total of 1658 kcal). Many of you will need more calories than

this, but this example would be a foundational day.

Protein needs to be included in every meal, whether it is complete or incomplete.

Remember, your body can put two incompletes together to create a complete protein. Protein

will help keep you full at each meal, repair your body from the breakdown that occurs due to our

daily stressors, and get you to your optimal body fat percentage. For questions about quantity

and quality of proteins in food or recipes feel free to email me at aaron@pairmarotta.com.
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PS/ Here is a sample of the Gourmet Nutrition cookbook.


